
About Grupo La Plaza  
 
Grupo La Plaza is both the leading theatrical entertainment center in Buenos Aires, and one of the 
strongest production companies of the Argentine market.  
 
Paseo La Plaza is the core business of the Group. A theatre complex located in the theatre heart of 
Buenos Aires, Paseo La Plaza also offers venues for corporate events, spaces for independent 
performances, restaurants, shops, a parking lot for 500 cars and private security.  
 
Grupo La Plaza Productions: 
 
Grupo La Plaza develops, produces, presents and markets plays of high artistic level, premiered at 
the main local and international theatres  
 
Over the decades, Grupo La Plaza consolidated its’ position in the theatre business as one of the 
most respected production groups; the variety of themes and genres, along with the credibility 
and prestige of the actors that star the plays, attracts thousands of spectators every year.  
 
In the near future, the Group plans to produce and present international plays in all theatrical 
genres, extend the success of the existing productions throughout Argentina and offer new and 
exciting performances that will surprise and passionate all types of audiences.  
 
Plays produced by Grupo La Plaza: 
 
"A wild God" ; "The Ride down Mt. Morgan", "Kings of laughter", "King Lear", "The young 
Frankenstein – The musical", “Fat Girl”, “Baraka”, “Hairspray” “Death of a Salesman”; “Días 
Contados”; “Symphonie Fantastique”; “Tricicle en Sit”; “Michael Moschen performances”; “The 
Producers”; “El Método Gronholm”; “She’s in my head”; “Little marriage crimes”; “Twisted rights”; 
“Big comeback”; “The Vagina Monologues”; “The dinner game”; “The blue room”; “Manhattan 
murder mystery”; “The dresser”; “Dangerous liaisons”; “Sex, drugs and Rock & Roll” “Calígula”, 
among others. 
 
Contact us 
 
Pablo Kompel / CEO 
Sergio Kompel / Executive Director  
 
Ariel Stolier / Production Director 
astolier@paseolaplaza.com.ar    
Sergio Bareiro / Comerical Manager  
sbareiro@paseolaplaza.com.ar  
 
For more information call +54 11 6320-5300 
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